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MENTORS MATCHED – NOW IT’S TIME TO GET WITH THE PROGRAM 

The Pinnacle Foundation is proud to announce it has successfully matched all of its 2012 scholars with mentors from the 

LGBTIQ community – but more willing professionals are needed. 

Pinnacle is a not-for-profit organisation run by volunteers and funded by donors who financially assist young, struggling 

LGBTIQ students.  To mentor and guide them we partner our Scholars with an inspirational LGBTIQ person who is successful 

in their corresponding field of study. To do this, Pinnacle need to cast a wider net within our community and recruit people 

to share their time and expertise. 

 “We are so proud of our community for volunteering to become mentors, who along with our donors, make what we do 

possible. We could not achieve the results we have without the LGBTIQ community support” said Sean Linkson Executive 

Director. 

Registering to be a mentor does not mean an automatic match, it depends on various factors, said Linkson. 

“Each year, November through February, we go through the matching exercise so it may take a few years before someone 

who is registered to be matched.  It all depends on location, sexual identity and professional backgrounds,” he said.   

With 14 LGBTIQ scholars seeking mentors in varying fields this year, it was not an easy exercise to match them with LGBTIQ 

persons with a similar professional interest, who live in the same city and share the same sexual identity. But the greater the 

field of expertise among our mentors, the easier the task becomes, and the greater benefit to students. 

Mentoring is the backbone of the Foundation’s gift to scholars.  This is evident from their feedback: 

“He offered me a lot of advice and was invaluable when deciding on many ‘big life’ decisions regarding work, personal life, 
study amount and other things. He often helped me to grasp things that perhaps I already knew but lacked the insight to 
realise. All in all I found him an invaluable source of wisdom and advice when things got particularly hard for me”.  2011 
scholar 
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Sometimes Pinnacle’s team has to make compromises, but so far it has done a remarkable job in matching scholars with 

mentors, including: 

 A first year student undertaking certificate in youth work matched with a Youth Engagement Co-ordinator for a 
leading organisation providing high quality services to disadvantaged children, young people and families. 

 First year Law student matched with senior partner of a leading national law firm. Both have Asian backgrounds. 

 A third year student undertaking a Bach. Medical Science in Diagnostic Radiography matched with prominent 

radiologist. 

 First year student undertaking Liberal Arts as a pathway to psychology matched with practising counsellor and 

psychologist. 

 A final year BScience student studying Public Health and Fitness matched with University Lecturer in Health 

Promotion. 

Pinnacle believes scholars deserve financial and emotional support as they struggle to excel academically, vocationally and 

personally while facing the challenges too often associated with their sexuality. 

“The sudden and complete withdrawal of both financial and emotional support of my parents was a direct response to 

the realisation on their part that I had a partner who was a female. The situation has escalated exponentially over time 

… I am without my parent’s encouragement and support, which leaves me crippled with self doubt and prone to panic 

attacks. … I was in a situation with little savings, having been unprepared for the events which took place. I am in a 

situation where I must work almost full time hours in hospitality in conjunction with a full time study load in order to put 

myself in a financially viable situation.”   Lesbian student, 21, from a regional city 

“Coming from an Asian family background means that my sexuality has created significant barriers between myself and 

the other members in my family. To compound the situation, my mother is also a devout [religious person].”   Gay 

student, 19 

If you are a successful LGBTIQ professional who is willing to share your expertise and time to offer guidance as a mentor, the 

Pinnacle team encourages you to register.  

“Members of our LGBTIQ community can register to be a mentor by checking our website and completing the registration 

form. We will do the rest,” said Linkson. 

For more information please contact Susan Brooks on 0419 295 717 or susan@thepinnaclefoundation.org  
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